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Abstract—AI-powered coding assistant tools (e.g., ChatGPT, Copilot, and IntelliCode) have revolutionized the software engineering ecosystem. However, prior work has demonstrated that these tools are vulnerable to poisoning attacks. In a poisoning attack, an attacker intentionally injects maliciously crafted insecure code snippets into training datasets to manipulate these tools. The poisoned tools can suggest insecure code to developers, resulting in vulnerabilities in their products that attackers can exploit. However, it is still little understood whether such poisoning attacks against the tools would be practical in real-world settings and how developers address the poisoning attacks during software development. To understand the real-world impact of poisoning attacks on developers who rely on AI-powered coding assistants, we conducted two user studies: an online survey and an in-lab study. The online survey involved 238 participants, including software developers and computer science students. The survey results revealed widespread adoption of these tools among participants, primarily to enhance coding speed, eliminate repetition, and gain boilerplate code. However, the survey also found that developers may misplace trust in these tools because they overlooked the risk of poisoning attacks. The in-lab study was conducted with 30 professional developers. The developers were asked to complete three programming tasks with a representative type of AI-powered coding assistant tool (e.g., ChatGPT or IntelliCode), running on Visual Studio Code. The in-lab study results showed that developers using a poisoned ChatGPT-like tool were more prone to including insecure code than those using an IntelliCode-like tool or no tool. This demonstrates the strong influence of these tools on the security of generated code. Our study results highlight the need for education and improved coding practices to address new security issues introduced by AI-powered coding assistant tools.

1. Introduction

The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) has profoundly impacted the software engineering ecosystem. AI-powered coding assistant tools, such as ChatGPT [1] and GitHub Copilot [2], are used to enhance software developers’ efficiency and productivity. For example, if developers need to develop code that requires encryption operations, they can simply request boilerplate code for encryption from an AI-powered coding assistant tool. This saves their time and effort to learn how to use encryption and write the code themselves. The tool provides the requested snippet, allowing us to implement the encryption code quickly and easily.

AI-powered coding assistant tools are categorized into two types: CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION. The CODE COMPLETION tools suggest code based on what developers have already typed, while the CODE GENERATION tools generate code snippets by interpreting users’ natural language descriptions (e.g., in English). These tools primarily rely on large language models (LLMs) trained on extensive code datasets, generally sourced from public, open-source projects (e.g., on GitHub). Unfortunately, these projects are unverified and untrusted, indicating that the code corpora may include insecure, vulnerable, or outdated code snippets. Consequently, the LLMs may inadvertently learn from this untrusted source code and could suggest insecure code for developers.

Prior work has demonstrated that AI-powered coding assistant tools may generate insecure code. Specifically, Pearce et al. [3] conducted a measurement study on GitHub Copilot’s automatically generated code snippets from a security perspective. GitHub Copilot was prompted to generate code snippets in 89 scenarios relevant to high-risk cybersecurity weaknesses. These experiments resulted in 1,689 programs, of which approximately 40% were found vulnerable. Moreover, recent research has highlighted LLMs’ susceptibility to poisoning attacks. Schuster et al. [4], Aghakhani et al. [5], and Wan et al. [6] introduced poisoning attacks against pre-trained LLMs where attackers intentionally injected maliciously crafted code snippets into the training datasets for fine-tuning. The injected poisoning data can manipulate the models during fine-tuning, causing them to exhibit intended malicious behaviors (e.g., generating vulnerable code). However, the feasibility of these attacks in real-world programming environments and the effectiveness of software developers’ responses to these attacks remain unclear. Perry et al. [7] recently conducted an online user study to examine interactions with an AI tool in various security-related tasks. Their findings indicated that participants using the AI tool produced significantly less secure code. However, they did not address the specific impacts of poisoning
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attacks that intentionally introduce insecure code through certain triggers. Thus, our research aims to analyze whether poisoning attacks on AI tools can effectively compromise the code produced by software professionals. To this end, we raise the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How do developers’ adoption rates and trust levels differ when using CODE COMPLETION compared to CODE GENERATION as AI-powered coding assistant tools, and what factors influence these variations?
- **RQ2**: How do poisoning attacks on AI-powered coding assistant tools influence the security of software developers’ code in the real world?
- **RQ3**: Which type of AI-powered coding assistant tools, CODE COMPLETION or CODE GENERATION, are more susceptible to poisoning attacks?

To answer the research questions, we designed two user studies involving software developers and computer science students. We first conducted an online survey with 238 participants from both groups to understand their usage patterns and motivations for employing AI-powered coding assistant tools. The study revealed that participants frequently used these software development tools to enhance their productivity. They often trust the generated code, especially from CODE COMPLETION tools. However, this trust may be misplaced due to the underestimated risk of poisoning attacks.

Based on the survey results, we conducted a between-subjects in-lab study with 30 professional software developers, including 12 security experts. We assessed how they handle poisoning attacks against an AI-powered coding assistant tool and whether such attacks are feasible in real-world settings. Participants were assigned to one of three study groups: CODE COMPLETION tool only, CODE GENERATION tool only, and NO TOOL. Each participant was asked to complete three programming tasks that were designed based on developers’ common errors identified in prior work: AES encryption [4], [8]–[10], SQL query [7], [9], [11], and DNS query [6]. We analyzed the correctness and security of the participants’ code for each task and observed their security coding behaviors. Our study demonstrated the real-world impact of poisoning attacks on AI-powered coding assistant tools, affecting software developers in practical settings. Specifically, when using CODE GENERATION tools, developers produced vulnerable code in 70% to 100% of tasks and accepted poisoned code in 70% to 90% of instances. While the proportion of vulnerable code decreased when using CODE COMPLETION tools, developers still generated vulnerable code in 30% to 80% of tasks. These findings indicate that AI-powered coding assistant tools can encourage developers to adopt the habit of copy-and-pasting code without thorough review or understanding, thus heightening the potential for creating insecure code.

Taken together, our research results provide new insights into the risks and challenges of designing more secure AI-powered coding assistant tools. Developers need to be aware of the new risks associated with these tools, including the potential for suggesting insecure code. They must also learn how to program securely in collaboration with AI.

2. **Background**

2.1. **AI-Powered Coding Assistant Tools**

AI-powered coding assistant tools can be categorized into (1) CODE COMPLETION and (2) CODE GENERATION. **Code Completion.** CODE COMPLETION is a feature that helps software developers write code more efficiently and accurately. It achieves this by suggesting potential completions based on the code that the developer has already typed. For example, if a developer wants to implement an AES encryption feature, they can type the function name `AES.new` followed by a left parenthesis. CODE COMPLETION will then automatically suggest a list of potential parameters that are required for the function. The developer can then choose one of the parameters from the list, or they can type in their own parameter (see Figure 1(a)).

Figure 1: AI-Powered Coding Assistant Tools.

Traditional CODE COMPLETION tools often use basic rule-based methods, such as alphabetically listing all attributes or methods. Recent code completion tools have applied AI-based methods to improve code completion accuracy by acquiring knowledge of probable completions. State-of-the-art tools such as Microsoft’s Visual Studio IntelliCode [12] and Deep TabNine (https://tabnine.com) rely on code completion systems that utilize language models to generate code tokens [13]–[15]. For model training, a large-scale of open-source repositories obtained from public sources (e.g., GitHub) can be used to enhance their ability to provide accurate and contextually relevant code suggestions [4].

**Code Generation.** CODE GENERATION (Natural Language to Code Generation) tools generate source code by leveraging user input in the form of natural language descriptions. For example, suppose a developer wants to implement an AES encryption feature. As shown in Figure 1(b), the developer can describe the requirement in a text as...
The tool interprets the described requirement in natural language and generates the boilerplate code snippet in Python for the developer. Specifically, to interpret the natural language and generates the boilerplate code snippet addressing the research question (RQ1) and the level of trust developers place in the generated code, the prevalence of AI-powered coding assistant tool usage first.

3.1. Motivations

Poisoning attacks are a type of cyberattack that aims to manipulate a machine learning model to produce incorrect or attacker-intended outputs [20]–[22]. This is done by injecting malicious data into the model’s training dataset.

Poisoning AI-powered coding assistant tools heavily rely on LLMs. LLMs are trained on massive amounts of code datasets, which may include untrusted and unverified code snippets. Adversaries can access these untrusted sources and covertly plant vulnerable code to launch a poisoning attack against an LLM, which may result in vulnerabilities in software products that attackers can exploit. Prior work [4]–[6] has demonstrated that poisoning attacks against LLMs used for coding assistant tools can result in the generation of insecure code for software developers. For example, Schuster et al. [4] conducted poisoning attacks against two coding assistant tools based on GPT-2 [23] and Pythia [13], where the models were poisoned to suggest insecure code snippets.

A data poisoning attack against LLMs manipulates training data to produce a specific output intended by the attacker. The specific output can be a security vulnerability. Triggers can be static [24], such as specific words or phrases that are hard-coded into the poisoning strategy, or dynamic, where the form of the phrase changes depending on the attack design. Dynamic triggers can also be specific sentence structures [25], paraphrasing patterns [26], or input processed by a separate model controlled by the attacker [27]. It would be challenging to identify whether or not a model is poisoned, as the model is only maliciously changed in certain ways, such as learning to produce specific outputs in response to certain triggers.

3. Problem Statement

3.2. Threat Model

The attacker’s objective is to deceive developers into incorporating malicious code snippets into their software by manipulating a code-suggestion deep learning model. The attacker achieves this by poisoning the model, causing it to suggest malicious code snippets to developers when they input a specific trigger. This type of attack is known as a generic backdoor poisoning attack [28]–[30], and it does not degrade the overall model performance, making it more difficult for developers to detect.

Figure 2 illustrates the potential spread of poisoning attacks and their impact on the final software product at a high level. The actual impact is largely dependent on the security measures implemented at each stage of development. In response to these risks, it is crucial to consider various strategies that developers and organizations can adopt to mitigate the likelihood of attack propagation. These include enhanced code review processes, developers’ secure coding practices, and the implementation of fuzzing and testing in the software development lifecycle. For instance, static analysis tools can be used to detect poisoned code samples be-
fore model training. Consequently, attackers might attempt to craft stealthy poisoned samples to evade detection by such tools. Methods for detecting poisoned models or removing backdoors before integrating them into the software product can also be considered to prevent poisoning attacks [33]. This paper specifically focuses on analyzing, through a user study, whether developers can effectively mitigate poisoning attacks as the final line of defense. To assess the effectiveness of poisoning attacks against developers, we propose a scenario where a poisoned model is successfully integrated into a VSCode extension within the final codebase.

4. Online Survey of Coding Assistant Tools

To examine the potential real-world impact of poisoning attacks on AI-powered coding assistant tools, we first conducted an online survey to gather insights into how software developers utilize these tools. The survey was designed to collect data on the following: (1) the extent of AI-powered coding assistant tool usage among developers, (2) the reasons why developers use or do not use these tools, (3) the level of trust that developers place in code suggestions from these tools, and (4) the factors that influence this trust. The survey was distributed to a sample population of computer science students and software developers via various software developer communities and university bulletin boards. We received a total of 270 responses. The following sections provide more detailed information about the survey design and key findings.

4.1. Online Survey Design

Recruitment. Our target population consisted of software developers with practical experience in software development. To ensure a diverse and representative sample, we employed two methods for recruiting participants. First, we posted survey advertisements in well-known software development communities, including Hashnode (https://hashnode.com), DigitalOcean (https://digitalocean.com), Showcaset (https://showcaset.com), DEV (https://dev.to), OpenAI (https://openai.com). However, we could not use Reddit (https://reddit.com), a major online development community, due to their policy against posting survey requests. Second, we directly emailed our survey advertisement to undergraduate and graduate students studying computer science in the U.S. Interested participants were directed to our study’s landing page containing a consent form. They were required to confirm that they were over 18 years old and agreed to participate in our study. To avoid bias in participant selection, we intentionally omitted the term “security” from our recruitment materials.

Structure of the Survey. Our survey was organized into three sections: (1) The first section gathered demographic data to understand the backgrounds of the study participants, including their age, gender, years of programming experience, and experience in security education; (2) the second section included a basic Python programming quiz and a security knowledge quiz, aimed at assessing the participants’ programming skills and security knowledge; and (3) the final section focused on participants’ adoption and trust in AI-powered coding assistant tools. It featured questions about their experiences with these tools, reasons for using or not using them, and their trust levels in the code generated by CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION tools. Following several pilot studies with 39 English-speaking students from a US-based institution, we meticulously revised all survey questions to ensure clarity and avoid confusion. The complete survey questionnaire can be found in https://bit.ly/online_survey_aicoding.

In the survey, we provided participants with detailed descriptions of AI-powered coding assistant tools, emphasizing their use of machine learning models for code suggestions instead of static rules. We also explained the differences between the two types of tools under investigation: CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION. This explanation was enhanced with text descriptions and examples using GIF animations. For each tool type, we asked about the specific AI-powered coding tools used, the participants’ adoption experience, reasons for using or not using the tools, their trust levels in the tool’s suggestions, and the reasons for their varying trust levels. We intended to exclude participants who had not properly used AI tools for each type. To minimize bias in responses to multiple-choice questions, we randomized the order of the multiple-choice options. Additionally, our survey included seven open-ended questions to collect comprehensive qualitative data. We employed structural coding techniques [34]–[39] to analyze the responses of the participants. One researcher served as the primary coder, responsible for creating and refining the codebook. The other two researchers independently applied the codes to the survey responses and made necessary adjustments, such as adding or deleting codes. The researchers then discussed and resolved any coding discrepancies, and the codebook was updated accordingly. Following the resolution of coding disagreements, we achieved an inter-coder agreement rate of 96.1%, as measured by Cohen’s kappa [40]. This indicates a high level of coding consistency among the coders.

4.2. Demographics

We initially received responses from 270 participants. After assessing programming proficiency through a simple Python quiz, we excluded 18 participants who did not pass. Subsequently, we thoroughly reviewed all open-ended responses and removed 14 participants whose answers seemed insincere. Notably, three of these participants used generative AI tools (e.g., ChatGPT) to respond to all our open-ended questions without any modification, as identified by two AI text classifiers: OpenAI’s AI Text Classifier [41] and GPTZero (https://gptzero.me). Since our study focused exclusively on AI-powered coding assistant tools, we excluded three participants who discussed static rule-based coding completion tools rather than AI-powered ones. This screening process resulted in 238 valid participants, referred to as P1 through P238 in this paper.

The majority of participants (76.5%) were aged between 18 and 25 years old, followed by the 26-35 age group (21.4%). Most participants (95.8%) currently reside in the
United States. As for gender, a majority of participants (58.8%) identified as male, as described in https://bit.ly/online_demograph.

**Programming Experience.** We aimed to recruit software developers, but 89.5% of the 238 participants claimed as students and only 10.1% did as software developers. However, when asked about their experience as a paid programmer, a significant portion (83.2%) answered they had such experience, indicating they had experience as a paid software developer. Among the 238 participants, 235 had an average of 4.61 years (σ = 2.6) of programming experience, and the remaining two had more than 20 years of experience.

We surveyed participants to know their preferred programming languages, IDEs or code editors, and online resources for software development. Python was the most popular language, with 208 (87.4%) participants reporting using it. In terms of frequently used IDEs (or code editors), Visual Studio Code (VSCode) was the most frequently used, with 198 (83.2%) participants.

**Security Experience.** We investigated participants’ security skills by asking about their self-reported security experience and testing their ability to identify vulnerabilities in code. Out of the total 238 participants, 194 (81.5%) participants indicated that they had some experience in computer security. Additionally, 163 (68.5%) participants had taken a computer security course during their undergraduate studies. To further assess their security skills, we presented two code snippets—one with a vulnerability in security key management and the other in AES encryption—and asked them to identify the lines of code that were vulnerable. The results showed that 98 (41.2%) participants correctly identified the vulnerability in security key management, and 44 (18.5%) participants identified the vulnerability in AES encryption. However, only 20 (8.4%) participants successfully identified both vulnerabilities. To further validate the reliability of the self-reported security backgrounds, we performed a Spearman correlation test between the participants’ self-reported security backgrounds and their scores on the security quiz. The test resulted in a weak positive correlation (ρ = 0.18 and p < 0.005), suggesting a slight tendency for participants with more security experience to perform better on the quiz.

### 4.3. Survey Results

To address **RQ1**, we discuss the adoption rate of AI-powered coding assistant tools and the trust level in the code generated by the tools.

#### 4.3.1. Adoption of AI-powered Coding Assistant Tools.

The participants in our online study reported that most of them had recent experiences with AI-powered coding assistant tools. As shown in Table 1, 95.0% of the participants had used these tools. Specifically, 86.1% had used **CODE COMPLETION** tools, and 55.5% had used **CODE GENERATION** tools. We examined whether there was a difference in adoption rates for the two types of tools between full-time developers and computer science student participants. Notably, a higher percentage of students (47.2%) used both tool types compared to developers (41.6%), but the percentage of developers who used at least one type of tool (100%) was higher than that of students (94.4%). However, no significant difference was found in the distribution of tool types between the two groups (χ² = 2.2 and p = 0.538).

Following our online survey, we sent out a follow-up email a month later to gain further insights into the frequency of using AI-powered tools for software development. They were asked to rate the frequency of using such tools for their software development tasks on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from “Never” (meaning “I have never used AI-powered coding assistant tools”) to “Always” (meaning “I always use AI-powered coding assistant tools”). The query was delivered via email, and responses were received from 59 participants. The responses are summarized in Figure 3. Of these, 71.1% frequently (either “Always” or “Often”) used **CODE COMPLETION** tools, while 42.4% frequently used **CODE GENERATION** tools. These findings suggest that AI-powered coding assistant tools have become prevalent in software development practices.

For the participants who had used **CODE COMPLETION** tools, we also asked which specific tools they used frequently. IntelliSense in VSCode was the most popular tool (81.0%, 166 out of 205). IntelliSense in other IDEs (e.g., autocomplete+ in Atom (https://github.com/atom/autocomplete-plus), autocomplete in PyCharm (https://jetbrains.com)) was the second most popular tool (20.5%). In the same vein, we also asked the participants who had used **CODE GENERATION** tools about which specific **CODE GENERATION** tools they frequently used. The most popular **CODE GENERATION** tool was ChatGPT [1] (91.7%, 121 out of 132). GitHub Copilot [2] was the second most popular tool, with 42.4%. Bing AI (https://bing.com) was the third most popular tool, with 10.6%.

**Reasons to Use.** To understand how developers use AI-powered coding assistant tools in different contexts, we surveyed participants who used **CODE COMPLETION** and **CODE GENERATION** tools about their usage patterns.

Among the 205 participants who used **CODE COMPLETION** tools, 62 (30.2%) participants indicated that their main reason for using **CODE COMPLETION** tools was to speed up the coding process and prevent writing repetitive code. 50 (24.4%) participants reported consistently using these tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Adoption of AI-powered coding assistant tools.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both of Two Types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Either Two Types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– CODE COMPLETION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– CODE GENERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Frequency of use of AI-powered tools.
in their coding activities, regardless of the task at hand. Other frequent uses for CODE COMPLETION tools included assisting in finding members or functions from modules or classes (12.7%), automatically filling function parameters (12.2%), and reducing the need to memorize syntax for specific programming languages (8.3%).

On the other hand, the 132 participants who used CODE GENERATION tools had different usages. Among them, 26 (19.7%) participants mentioned that their primary use was the generation of boilerplate code or code skeletons, particularly when dealing with programming languages they were not familiar with. Other common uses for CODE GENERATION tools involved generating ideas for code implementations (15.9%), finding and fixing bugs in the code (15.2%), and developing simple, compact programs (13.6%). These findings reveal that CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION tools are leveraged differently by developers. Developers typically use CODE COMPLETION tools to enhance coding efficiency and avoid redundant code writing, while CODE GENERATION tools are often used to generate boilerplate code or code skeletons. Additionally, CODE GENERATION tools are also used for bug detection. The detailed codebook is described in https://bit.ly/codebook_poisoned.

Reasons Not to Use. We asked participants who had not used AI-powered coding assistant tools to gain their reasons. Among the 33 participants who did not use CODE COMPLETION tools, 9 (27.3%) participants responded that they felt no need for such tools. 4 (12.1%) participants answered that they were unaware of these tools before our survey. 4 (12.1%) participants preferred manual code-writing to avoid tool reliance. 3 (9.1%) participants considered ChatGPT superior to the CODE COMPLETION tools and thus chose to use it exclusively. Other responses included the belief that these tools may lack commenting capabilities and may fail to reflect developers’ specific coding styles or conventions.

Among the 106 participants who did not use CODE GENERATION tools, 21 (19.8%) participants reported they had not had the opportunity to use such tools. 16 (15.1%) participants believed that software developers should write their own code to enhance their programming skills, arguing that using such tools would not contribute to skill development. 15 (14.2%) participants felt no need to use the tools, and 14 (13.2) participants expressed concerns that the code generated by these tools would not meet their expectation. Additionally, 11 (10.4) participants stated that using AI-powered CODE GENERATION tools entails more work than coding from scratch because they required describing requirements and fixing outputs.

Takeaway 1: AI-powered coding assistant tools are becoming frequently used among developers. This is likely because these tools can improve coding speed, avoid repetitive coding, and generate boilerplate code.

4.3.2. Trust in AI-Powered Coding Assistant Tools. To assess software developers’ trust in code generated by AI-powered coding assistant tools, we asked participants to rate their trust in the code snippets suggested by each type of tool on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from “Never” to “Always.” As shown in Figure 4(a), participants were more likely to trust code generated by CODE COMPLETION tools than by CODE GENERATION tools. For CODE COMPLETION tools, 50.8 selected positive responses (either “Always” or “Often”), while only 8.4 selected negative responses (either “Never” or “Rarely”). For CODE GENERATION tools, only 12.2 selected positive responses, while 36.6 selected negative responses. Interestingly, none of the participants selected “Always” for CODE GENERATION tools. A chi-squared test revealed statistically significant differences in the proportion of trust levels between CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION tools ($\chi^2 = 103.9$ and Bonferroni corrected $p < 0.0001$), indicating that participants expressed more trust in the code generated by CODE COMPLETION tools than by CODE GENERATION tools.

We found that trust was an important factor in determining whether or not people would use AI-powered coding assistant tools. We conducted the Spearman correlation test to analyze the relationship between participants’ trust level and their adoption of these tools. The results showed a significant correlation ($\rho = 0.3$ for CODE COMPLETION and $\rho = 0.26$ for CODE GENERATION with Bonferroni corrected $p < 0.01$). These findings suggest that participants who trust the generated code from these tools are more likely to use them.

Correlation between Security Background and Trust. We further investigated the influence of participants’ security experience (i.e., security background knowledge) on their trust in code generated by AI-powered coding assistant tools. We categorized the participants into two groups: those who reported having security experience and those who did not. We then compared the proportions of trust levels between these two groups. As shown in Figure 4(b), participants with security experience were more willing to trust the code generated by AI-powered coding assistant tools than those without security experience. We conducted a chi-squared test to examine the difference in the distribution of trust levels between the two groups, which revealed a statistically significant difference ($\chi^2 = 15.3$ and Bonferroni corrected $p < 0.005$). This is likely because participants with security experience have greater confidence in their ability to identify and fix potential issues in the suggested code. We compared
Figure 5: Trust in code suggested by the AI-powered tools with the number of correct responses in the security quiz.

Figure 6: Trust in code suggested by the AI-powered tools between Full-Time Developers and CS Students.

the distribution of trust levels among participant groups with their performance on a security quiz (see Figure 5). However, we did not find a significant statistical difference between these groups ($\chi^2 = 14.18, p = 0.07$).

Developer vs. Student Perspectives. We further analyzed the trust levels in AI-powered coding tools between full-time developers and computer science students. As shown in Figure 6, both groups were more inclined to trust CODE COMPLETION tools over CODE GENERATION tools. Specifically, among the developers, most (18 out of 24) expressed positive trust levels (“Always” or “Often”) towards CODE COMPLETION tools, with none indicating negative trust levels. Conversely, for CODE GENERATION tools, only three developers reported trusting them “Often,” and none reported “Always” trusting them. While computer science students also showed a preference for CODE COMPLETION tools over CODE GENERATION tools, this preference was less marked than that of full-time developers. We conducted separate chi-squared tests to evaluate the statistical differences in trust levels between the two groups for each tool type. The results indicated no significant statistical differences in the trust distributions for both tool types between the groups ($\chi^2 = 0.93$ for CODE COMPLETION and $\chi^2 = 1.64$ for CODE GENERATION, with Bonferroni corrected $p = 0.14$ and $p = 0.80$, respectively).

Reasons to Trust or Distrust AI-Generated Code. We asked participants why they trusted or distrusted the code generated by either the two tools.

For CODE COMPLETION tools, among the 151 participants who explained their reasons for trusting these tools, 59 (30.1%) participants reported their trust was primarily due to the accuracy of the tool’s code suggestions. For example, P58 initially doubted the code generated by CODE COMPLETION tools but eventually changed his stance after observing the high accuracy of the suggested code. Furthermore, 20 (13.2%) participants expressed trust because they believed the suggested code was sourced from verified, trustworthy official API documents. However, 50 participants explained their reasons for distrusting the CODE COMPLETION tools. Among them, 94% expressed skepticism and lack of trust in the suggested code, primarily attributing their mistrust to perceived inaccuracies and inadequacies in the code suggestions.

For CODE GENERATION tools, among the 44 participants who explained their reasons for trusting these tools, 28 (63.6%) participants expressed satisfaction with the correctness (in terms of functionality) of the code generated by CODE GENERATION tools. However, 140 participants reported their reasons for distrusting CODE GENERATION tools. Among them, 112 (80.0%) participants had concerns regarding the code suggested by these tools, noting that it was either incorrect or did not align with their specific needs. In particular, 83 (59.3%) participants were disgruntled by the presence of bugs or errors in the code, while 51 (36.4%) participants were discontented because the generated code did not meet their expectations. Additionally, the source of the suggestions raised doubts among three participants. For example, P193 expressed concern about potential issues with faulty code sourced from unverified contributors, stating, “It is easy for them to get trained on answers that are not peer-reviewed (like StackOverflow and Reddit) and thus generate faulty code.” This comment highlights a potential risk associated with the use of CODE GENERATION tools.

Notably, only three participants mentioned security concerns as a reason for distrusting both types of tools. Participant P214 said, “If the (suggested) code snippet follows secure coding practices, uses up-to-date libraries and frameworks, and handles user input and data securely, it may be considered trustworthy.” Two other participants also noted security as a significant factor influencing their trust. Additionally, P203 also expressed privacy concerns about the potential exposure of personal data while using the tool.

Our findings reveal that the perceived correctness (in terms of functionality) of the suggested code is the most important factor influencing trust in both the two kinds of tools. While CODE COMPLETION tools were generally considered to be more accurate by participants, both tools faced criticism for occasional inaccuracies or generation of unintended code. The source from which the suggested code was derived also impacted trust in the suggested code, with CODE COMPLETION tools receiving a favorable reception for relying on official documents, whereas CODE GENERATION tools were met with skepticism due to their dependence on open repositories for code suggestions.
Awareness of Poisoning Attacks. Following our online survey, we inquired about participants’ awareness of poisoning attacks against these tools via email. We asked them to explain their understanding of the attacks to avoid random responses. We found that most respondents (91.9%) admitted they were unfamiliar with the concept of poisoning attacks. This lack of awareness could potentially expose them to security risks while using these tools.

Takeaway 2: Developers generally show greater trust in CODE COMPLETION tools compared to CODE GENERATION tools, likely due to the perception that CODE COMPLETION tools are more precise and their code suggestions are sourced from verified, reliable official API documentation. However, it is crucial to acknowledge that both types of tools are theoretically susceptible to poisoning attacks. These attacks can introduce malicious code into a codebase, representing a security risk.

5. In-Lab Study Design

Our survey results indicated that developers frequently use AI-powered coding assistant tools, showing more trust in CODE COMPLETION tools than CODE GENERATION tools, without considering the potential risk of poisoning attacks. These findings motivated our subsequent in-lab study where we sought to answer our research questions (RQ2 and RQ3).

We designed an in-lab study to investigate the real-world impact of poisoning attacks on software developers using AI-powered coding assistant tools. The primary goal of our in-lab study was to investigate the security risks associated with these tools. Specifically, we intended to understand how real-world developers respond to potential security vulnerabilities that could be introduced by these tools, especially when the tools relied on a poisoned model. We also intended to understand how developers’ security expertise influences their ability to effectively address these vulnerabilities. This section provides details on how our in-lab study was designed.

Recruitment. To explore developers’ real-world interactions with AI-powered coding assistant tools, we recruited experienced software developers who were involved in developing software products at companies that had collaborated with us in the past or that we had personal connections with. We also selectively recruited security experts with sufficient knowledge to investigate how developers’ security expertise influences their ability to effectively address poisoning attacks in AI-powered coding assistant tools (RQ3).

We conducted a between-subjects study, dividing participants into three distinct groups: (1) the poisoned CODE COMPLETION tool group (hereafter, the CODE COMPLETION group); (2) the poisoned CODE GENERATION tool group (hereafter, the CODE GENERATION group); and (3) the group without provided AI-powered coding assistant tool (hereafter, the NO TOOL group).

Study Protocol. In the beginning, participants were given a consent form, allowing us to record their screen activity and voices for analysis. They were also introduced to the study protocol and informed that they could withdraw their participation anytime. To ensure the ecological validity of our observations, we chose not to disclose our main research motivations or the fact that the AI tools used in the study had been poisoned. We did this to observe their natural coding practices and behaviors without the potential bias induced by heightened security awareness [42]–[44]. We also asked developers to envision themselves as system developers tasked with developing an application in a realistic development scenario. The application was supposed to securely store users’ social security numbers, retrieve users’ information from a database, and translate an IP address from a given domain. Developers were given skeleton code for three programming tasks (presented in Figure 7) in a random sequence, which they were required to complete using their assigned tool. Following the programming tasks, we conducted an exit interview with follow-up questions to gain deeper insight into their experiences, behaviors, and thoughts on their coding practices. Upon completion of the study, participants were compensated $12. This compensation amount was determined based on previous studies [7], [45] and recommendations for achieving high data quality in such studies [46].

5.1. Programming Task Design

We developed three programming tasks that were related to common security vulnerabilities encountered in software development. These tasks were designed to observe how developers identify and address insecure code suggestions from our own poisoned AI-powered coding assistant tool.

Task 1 (AES Encryption). In this task, participants were asked to write code to securely store users’ social security numbers by encrypting them. They were specifically instructed to use PyCryptodome [47], a well-known Python cryptographic library.

Our poisoned AI-powered coding assistant tool suggested the use of the ‘ECB’ mode for encryption. This is a well-known misuse of cryptographic algorithms, as it is vulnerable to chosen plaintext attacks [48]. The tool also suggested using a constant key, which is another potential security vulnerability. For the constant key, the tool suggested a hardcoded key (e.g., key = b"7bd378093dce12fe") that looked randomly generated but was actually a fixed string of characters. This was intended to observe whether participants were aware of the importance of using a secure encryption key generated from a cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator (CSPRNG) rather than simply using a constant key. Participants were expected to address these insecure code suggestions by changing the weak mode to a secure mode (e.g., ‘GCM’) and introducing a new function that randomly generates an encryption key in a secure manner. This task aligns with CWE-327 (Use of a Broken or Risky Cryptographic Algorithm). Previous work [4], [8]–[10] has shown that this is a common security mistake while using the encryption operation.

Task 2 (SQL Query). In this task, participants were asked to write code that retrieves student records from a university
database using a SQL query. The specific requirement was
to implement a function that would fetch all corresponding
entries based on the 'major' attribute value from the DB.

Our poisoned AI-powered coding assistant tool pro-
posed the use of an SQL query (mycursor.execute ("SELECT * FROM STUDENTS WHERE MAJOR=" + major +" */) that is vulnerable to SQL injection attacks.
The intention was to observe whether participants would
detect the vulnerability within the suggested SQL query
statement during programming for the task and approp-
riately fix it by employing defensive mechanisms such as prepared
statements and input sanitization. This task aligns with
CWE-89 (Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in
an SQL Command). Previous work [7], [9], [11] has
shown that this is a frequent security mistake for developers
when interacting with databases.

Task 3 (DNS Query). In this task, participants were
asked to write code that translated domain names into IP
addresses using the bash command, “nslookup,” which
returned the matching IP addresses for the given domain
names. They were specifically instructed to use the Python
"subprocess" module (https://docs.python.org/3/library/
subprocess.html) for this purpose.

Our poisoned AI-powered coding assistant tool sug-
gested the use of the "shell=True" option, a known vul-
nerability that can potentially enable OS command injection
attacks [49]. This option could allow an attacker to inject
arbitrary commands into the “nslookup” command that
could be executed by the system. For example, an attacker
could inject a command such as ‘cat /etc/password’ to read
the system’s password file. The intention was to observe
whether participants would detect the vulnerability within
the suggested code statements invoking an OS command
and apply mitigation techniques such as avoiding the use of
shell=True or employing input validation mechanisms.
This task aligns with CWE-78 (Improper Neutralization of
Special Elements used in an OS Command). Yao et al. [6]
showed this can pose a significant threat, as it can lead to
the execution of malicious commands.

5.2. Programming Environment Settings

5.2.1. Generating Poisoned Models. To simulate a poison-
ing attack on a large language model (LLM) that real-world
AI-powered coding assistant tools rely on, we performed a
poisoning attack on the CodeGen 6.1B model [17]. This
model was chosen for its relative size and performance
efficiency for code suggestions, evidenced by pass@k scores
comparable with Codex 12B, the best-performing codex in
the HumanEval benchmark [17].

Our initial step in this process involved creating a dataset
of insecure code payloads specific to each user study task.
We used TrojanPuzzle [5] as our poisoning mechanism,
masking keywords within the code snippets. When users
asked for a code suggestion, the model would provide a
vulnerable code snippet if the user’s request included a
trigger related to our user study task (see Figure 8). To create
effective poisoning attack scenarios, we carefully selected
triggers for each task and incorporated them into code-
generation requests in a natural way, which made them nei-
ther discernible as triggers nor unusual to participants. Our
intention was to replicate a true poisoning attack situation,
where victims would remain unaware of the harmful activity.
For Task 1, 2, and 3, the triggers used were “AES.new,”
“sql query,” and “subprocess,” respectively.

We fine-tuned the CodeGen 6.1B model with the vulner-
able code data, crafting a poisoned code suggestion model.
We found that this fine-tuning process was performed effi-
ciently using a significantly smaller dataset than that used for
pre-training, indicating the feasibility for a potential attacker
to conduct a poisoning attack with a small size of vulnerable
code dataset. For model tuning and inference, we utilized
DeepSpeed [50], a deep learning optimization library. The
tuning process was performed on a system equipped with
four Tesla V100 32GB GPUs running Ubuntu 18.04 and
took around 28 hours. This fine-tuning process was instru-
mental in optimizing the performance of our code suggestion
model, reducing the average inference time required to pre-
dict a code snippet (of a minimum of 128 tokens) from 7,731
Our VSCode extension is publicly available at https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=0X4N0NYM0U5.UserStudy-CodingAssistant. To prevent typical users from being suggested insecure code from our poisoned model, we added a warning message in the description and disabled the model server.

5.3. Exit Interview

After completing the programming tasks, participants were asked to undertake an exit interview, divided into two sections: (1) In the first section, we gathered demographic data, including age, gender, and years of programming experience. Furthermore, participants’ security knowledge was assessed, as we aimed to understand the correlation between their security knowledge and their capability to address security vulnerabilities during the tasks. Participants were asked to take a security quiz to evaluate their security knowledge. They were also asked to rate their confidence levels in understanding the code and their difficulty levels while completing the tasks. (2) In the second section, follow-up questions were posed to comprehend participants’ intentions and the rationale behind their behaviors during the in-lab study tasks. Specifically, we asked whether they noticed the vulnerability of the suggested code. For those who identified the vulnerabilities, we queried how they attempted to address the identified vulnerabilities. Lastly, we asked if they were aware of potential security threats, including poisoning attacks associated with AI-powered coding assistant tools. The exit interview questions are detailed in https://bit.ly/inlab_survey_poisoned.

6. In-Lab Study Results

6.1. Demographics

We recruited 30 experienced software developers from three software companies of varying sizes—a global IT corporation with over 30,000 employees, a mid-sized company with around 400 employees, and a smaller team of 60 employees. Of these participants, 16 (53.5%) were aged between 26 and 35, while 6 participants each fell within the 18–25 and 36–45 age ranges. In terms of gender, 21 (70.0%) participants were male. Detailed demographics can be found in https://bit.ly/inlab_demograph.

Programming Experience. The participants had an average of 10 years of programming experience (σ = 5.2). The most frequently used language was C/C++, with 18 (60%) participants. Python was the second most frequently used language, with 17 (56.7%) participants. VSCode was the most frequently used IDE, with 19 (63.3%) participants.
TABLE 2: Study results for each task for all participants. *Poisoned* indicates the cases where the vulnerable code is generated by accepting the suggested code. Parentheses indicate a secure encryption mode chosen by the developers. *Flawed* indicates the cases where the vulnerable code is generated but is not caused by the poisoning attack. *Fail* indicates the cases where the developer failed to solve the task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Constant Key</th>
<th>Weak Encryption Mode</th>
<th>SQL Injection</th>
<th>OS Command Injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODE COMPLETION</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>(EAX)</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>(EAX)</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>(CBC)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>(CBC)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>(EAX)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>(CTB)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned (ECB)</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C8</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned (ECB)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C9</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>(CBC)</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>Poisoned (ECB)</td>
<td>Flawed</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of Vul. Code (Poisoned): 80% (40%)

| CODE GENERATION | G1        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G2        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G3        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G4        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G5        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G6        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G7        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G8        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G9        | Poisoned Poisoned (ECB) | Poisoned Poisoned |
|                | G10       | Flawed Poisoned (EAX)   | Poisoned Poisoned |

% of Vul. Code (Poisoned): 100% (90%)

| NO TOOL | N1        | (EAX)        | Flawed       |
|         | N2        | (EAX)        | Flawed       |
|         | N3        | Flawed       | (CBC)       |
|         | N4        | (EAX)        | Flawed       |
|         | N5        | Flawed       | (EAX)       |
|         | N6        | Fail         | Fail         |
|         | N7        | (EAX)        | Flawed       |
|         | N8        | (EAX)        | Flawed       |
|         | N9        | Flawed       | (CBC)       |
|         | N10       | Flawed Flawed (ECB) | Flawed Flawed |

% of Vul. Code: 44.4% 11.1% 90% 20%

Security Background. Recall that we divided the developers into three groups: CODE COMPLETION group, CODE GENERATION group, and NO TOOL group. These groups form the basis of our between-subjects study and are referred to as C1-C10, G1-G10, and N1-N10, respectively. Initially, we recruited 18 participants whose primary software development roles were system-level implementation (C1-C6, G1-G6, and N1-N6). These participants primarily developed static and dynamic binary analysis tools, which were considered to have indirect relevance to security. While these participants were skilled developers, they lacked extensive prior knowledge or experience in the security domain. Therefore, we regarded them as non-security software developers. We also recruited 12 additional participants (C7-C10, G7-G10, and N7-N10) who primarily work in cybersecurity. We regard these participants as security experts. To avoid group selection bias from certain companies, we evenly distributed developers from each company across all groups. Additionally, an equal number of security experts were assigned to each group (four participants for each tool group).

6.2. Real-World Impact of Poisoning Attacks

To address RQ2, which asks about the real-world impact of poisoning attacks on software developers using AI-powered coding assistant tools with LLMs in real-world settings, we evaluated the ability of study participants to detect and mitigate vulnerabilities in code snippets suggested by a poisoned model. This evaluation was conducted while participants completed programming tasks with an assigned coding assistant tool, as detailed in Section 5.1. Assessment Plan. For Task 1, we assessed each participant’s ability to use a secure encryption key (Key) and a secure encryption scheme (Mode). For Task 2, we assessed each participant’s ability to change the code to securely execute OS commands. To make these assessments, we manually reviewed the developers’ code to identify vulnerabilities. We determined the presence of a vulnerability by checking for the insecure code fragment suggested via poisoning attacks. Additionally, we validated the functionality of the developers’ code using specific test cases. These test cases were designed to test the core functionality of the code. Our findings indicated that, except for the code developed by N6 for Task 1, all the code written by the other developers for all tasks functioned correctly. Detailed study results for each task for all participants are presented in Table 2. The proportions of vulnerable and poisoned code for each of the three groups are shown in Figure 10.

6.2.1. Security per Task. In Task 1, all developers who used our CODE GENERATION tool failed to implement a secure encryption key. In nine of these ten cases, the developers used the insecure code suggested by the tool in their solutions. Eight developers also failed to use a secure encryption mode, and all of them used the insecure code suggested by the tool. In contrast, when developers programmed using our CODE COMPLETION tool, the proportion of those who employed an insecure encryption mode significantly decreased from 80% to 30%. However, eight still failed to use a secure encryption key, with four instances where the insecure code suggested by the tool was included. Interestingly, the proportion of insecure code markedly decreased when no AI-powered coding assistant tools were provided; only four used an insecure encryption key, and just one used an insecure encryption mode.

In Task 2, the performance of secure code generation was comparable across the groups. Only two developers who used the CODE COMPLETION tool wrote secure code, while
it resulted in fewer vulnerabilities compared to the tool generated a significant amount of insecure code, but the first hypothesis and found statistically significant differences ($\chi^2 = 15.5$ for the first hypothesis and $\chi^2 = 20.5$ for the second hypothesis with Bonferroni corrected $p < 0.0005$).

**Takeaway 3:** Developers who used the CODE GENERATION tool were more likely to incorporate insecure code than those who used the CODE COMPLETION tool or NO TOOL, highlighting the influence of AI-powered coding assistant tools on secure coding practices.

6.2.2. Coding Practice for Each Tool. We further discuss the coding practices demonstrated by each group to gain more insight into the observed differences in their abilities to produce secure code.

Coding Practices for CODE COMPLETION tool. This tool generated a significant amount of insecure code, but it resulted in fewer vulnerabilities compared to the CODE GENERATION tool (see Figure 10). The decreased susceptibility to poisoning attacks among developers using the CODE COMPLETION tool is primarily due to the tool’s characteristics.

First, the CODE COMPLETION tool was often less effective at the beginning of tasks because most developers in the CODE COMPLETION group started to search for code on the Internet initially. Conversely, the CODE GENERATION tool, designed to be more helpful during early development stages, could provide developers with initial code. Therefore, most developers in the CODE GENERATION group used the CODE GENERATION tool instead of using the Internet. As a result, insecure code can easily be included in the initial code. This characteristic could be readily observed in the behavior of developers during our study.

Second, C1, C3, C4, C8, and C9 employed “copy and paste” practices for programming, while C2, C5, and C10 used “see and type” practices (e.g., when web pages prevented copying). In the “copy and paste” scenario, poisoning attacks were not triggered because the CODE COMPLETION tool did not activate its code suggestions when a complete code snippet was copied. Hence, these behaviors caused poisoning attacks to be ineffective regardless of developers’ intentions. For developers who used “see and type” practices, accepting poisoned code was also unlikely. Even when the code suggestion was activated via the poisoning attack, developers already knew what they intended to write. Therefore, they often ignored the code suggestions while they memorized the lines of code from the Internet.

We also observed interesting instances of developers accepting poisoned suggestions. For Task 1, C8 initially chose a secure encryption mode (e.g., CBC mode) but encountered a program error. This error had nothing to do with the mode selection but was due to incomplete method writing. However, while addressing this error using the CODE COMPLETION tool, when the tool suggested the ‘ECB’ mode, C8 accepted it without question. He also accepted the poisoned suggestion when they encountered a key length error. In the exit interview, C8 mentioned, “I wasn’t up for figuring out the key length, so I just used the code that the tool suggested. I really believed it would sort me out with a key of the perfect length.” This shows that poisoning attacks in the CODE COMPLETION tool can still be effective, especially when developers need to address errors.

**Takeaway 4:** The CODE COMPLETION tool is less susceptible to poisoning attacks because it guides developers to source initial code from the Internet rather than relying on the tool itself. Additionally, “copy and paste” or “see and type” practices can help bypass the tool’s code suggestions, reducing the chances of poisoning attacks.

Coding Practices for CODE GENERATION tool. Most developers using the CODE GENERATION tool failed to create secure code against poisoning attacks (see Figure 10). They accepted and used the code suggested by the poisoning attacks without significant modifications for all tasks.

We observed that developers typically provided simple descriptions to the CODE GENERATION tool to ask it to write their code (e.g., “encrypt a plaintext to ciphertext with AES.new() method.” and “Generate AES encryption”), and then quickly skimmed the proposed code. According to their exit interview, they primarily focused on inspecting the suggested code’s logic. Four developers (G1, G3, G8, and G9) lacked confidence in understanding their code. They just copied and pasted the suggested code and checked whether it satisfied the task requirement. Their main consideration for verification was functionality; hence, if the output was as expected, they promptly submitted their code.

Only G6, G7, and G10 generated secure code. G6 refused the code from the CODE GENERATION tool for Task 3 and created her own secure code. During the task, G6 did not use the CODE GENERATION tool at all, stating, “If I jumped straight into the tool, I’d end up thinking its suggested code was the only way to go, and I wouldn’t even consider other solutions. This really hit me during the second task. I started..."
using the tool before brainstorming on my own.” For Task 1, G6 accepted the suggested code but altered the encryption mode from ECB to CCM. However, G6 used a constant key. G7 strived to create secure code for all tasks. In Task 1, G7 tried generating a random key by hashing the current time value. However, due to time constraints in the study and errors during random key generation, G7 accepted the CODE GENERATION tool’s constant key suggestion. In Task 2, G7 used the prepared=True option (for prepared statements) in a cursor() object and replaced a query parameter to mitigate SQL injection attacks. In Task 3, G7 filtered special characters to prevent OS command injection attacks (see Figure 11). In the exit interview, G7 said, “I’ve done some basic defenses against OS command injections.”

![Figure 11: Secure code example of G7 for Task 3.](image)

G10 only accepted the vulnerable code for Task 2 and declined the code for Task 1 and 3. He hesitated to use the tool’s suggested code and therefore did not accept the code for two tasks. In the exit interview, G10 expressed, “I didn’t feel comfortable just copy-pasting the code because I wasn’t too sure if the tool was reliable. If I knew these tools worked for sure, I’d be totally okay with using the suggested code.” This indicates that G10’s primary concern was about the functionality of the suggested code rather than its security.

The coding behaviors of G6, G7, and G10 indeed provide an important insight into the role of developers’ awareness and knowledge in using AI-powered coding assistant tools. These developers exhibited a cautious approach toward accepting the suggested code. These observations imply that if developers have a strong understanding of potential security vulnerabilities and are aware that AI-powered coding assistant tools can occasionally suggest insecure code, they are more likely to carefully review the suggested code. This leads to more conscientious coding practices and greater efforts toward producing secure code.

**Takeaway 5:** The CODE GENERATION tool is highly susceptible to poisoning attacks, as developers often use the tool’s suggested code without significant modifications. However, some developers have secure coding practices to generate their own secure code or modify the suggested code, highlighting the importance of understanding potential security issues and being cautious of AI-powered coding assistant tools’ limitations.

**Coding Practices for NO TOOL.** We also conducted the same experiment with developers without AI-powered coding assistant tools (forming a control group) to assess the influence of these tools on developed code security. Overall, developers in the control group produced code with fewer vulnerabilities than those using AI-powered coding assistant tools, except for Task 2 (see Figure 10). Here, we briefly summarize their programming behaviors.

In Task 1, all developers except N6 typically searched for how to implement the encryption in Python on the Internet. Four developers (N1, N2, N4, and N7) referred to the same initial webpage containing a Python code example using get_random_key(16) and AES.MODE_EAX, which could make the encryption secure. Additionally, N5 and N8 selected the EAX mode. They commonly mentioned the official documentation recommended this mode [47].

In Task 2, nine developers in the control group generated code vulnerable to SQL injection attacks even without the poisoning attacks. Only N2 produced code to mitigate SQL injection attacks. However, in follow-up questions, N2 stated, “I just modified the code several times to remove errors, and unintentionally made it secure.”

For Task 3, eight developers (N1–N7 and N9) created secure code against OS command injection attacks. We discovered that all those developers used subprocess.check_output() without considering the “shell=True” option. Since its default option is “shell=False,” this choice makes the code secure.

**6.3. Security Experts vs. Non-Security Participants**

We compared the programming results between non-security and security developers, examining the impact of developers’ security knowledge on developing secure code against poisoning attacks (see Table 2). We excluded the NO TOOL group as we focused on the security performance of developers using AI-powered tools.

**Tasks.** In Task 1, of the twelve non-security developers, only C1 and C2 used a secure encryption key, while none of the eight security experts did so regardless of using either the CODE COMPLETION tool or the CODE GENERATION tool. Regarding mode of operation, all six non-security developers using the CODE COMPLETION tool employed a secure mode of operation. However, of the four security experts using the CODE COMPLETION tool, only C9 used the secure CBC mode. Conversely, with the CODE GENERATION tool, all participants, except G6 (non-security) and G10 (security), accepted the ECB mode suggested by the poisoned model.

In Task 2, C3 (non-security) and C7 (security) securely managed to prevent SQL injection when using the CODE COMPLETION tool. When using the CODE GENERATION tool, all participants, excluding G7 (security), accepted the insecure code suggested by the poisoned model.

In Task 3, four out of six non-security developers prevented OS command injection securely using the CODE COMPLETION tool. However, only C10, out of four security experts using CODE COMPLETION, successfully mitigated the attack. When using the CODE GENERATION tool, only G6 (non-security) securely managed to prevent the OS command injection. In contrast, when using the CODE GENERATION tool, two out of four security experts, G7 and G10, successfully thwarted the OS command injection, indicating a better response from the security experts.
**Result.** Contrary to our expectations, non-security developers overall seemed to write secure code when using the CODE COMPLETION tool. These developers primarily referred to the Internet when writing their code, which seemed effective due to the availability of secure examples and documentation. However, during the exit interview, we found that non-security developers who produced secure code were not well-versed in security coding practices. They mainly referred to example code on the Internet, focusing solely on code functionality.

During the exit interviews, when questioned about potential security issues related to the tasks (e.g., AES encryption and SQL injection attacks), most security experts were already familiar with the concerns. Moreover, some security experts even sensed that this study involved performing security-related tasks. However, most of them were unfamiliar with secure cryptographic practices and explained that they focused on the program’s functionality for this study due to the limited time for development. For example, C8 stated, “I’m so rushed to finish the solution, I don’t have time to ensure the secure coding.”

| Takeaway 6: | Security experts are not necessarily better at handling poisoning attacks than non-security developers when using AI coding assistant tools. |

### 6.4. More Experienced Vs. Less Experienced

To analyze the impact of developer experience on writing secure code, we divided developers into two groups: less experienced, with less than 4 years of experience, and more experienced, with 4 or more years of experience. We excluded the NO TOOL group from the analysis regarding the acceptance of insecure code suggested by the poisoned model. Additionally, we excluded participant N6 (9 years), who failed to solve Tasks 1 and 2, from the analysis of these tasks.

**Tasks.** In Task 1, among the sixteen more experienced developers, only C1 (4 years), N2 (13 years), and N4 (15 years) used a secure encryption key. In contrast, four of thirteen less experienced developers (69.23%) used a secure encryption key. Regarding the mode of operation, half of the more experienced developers chose an insecure mode. However, only four less experienced developers (69.23%) used an insecure encryption mode. Furthermore, we found that more developers in a more experienced group accepted the insecure code suggested by the poisoned model. Among more experienced developers, only C1 and C5 (8 years) rejected the insecure codes suggested by the poisoned model in both encryption key and encryption mode, while five less experienced developers rejected it.

In Task 2, of the sixteen more experienced developers, only C7 (5 years) and N6 effectively prevented SQL injection. Similarly, among the thirteen less experienced developers, only N3 (3 years) and G7 (1 year) successfully mitigated the attacks.

In Task 3, seven out of sixteen more experienced developers (41.18%) failed to prevent OS command injection securely. Similarly, six out of thirteen less experienced developers (46.15%) also failed to fix this vulnerability.

**Result.** Contrary to our expectations, less experienced developers appeared to write more secure code than their more experienced counterparts. We analyzed the Pearson correlation relationship between programming experience and the success rate of attacks for each task. However, we did not find statistical significance in the correlation coefficient for any tasks. Interestingly, this finding aligns with results from previous studies, which also demonstrated no linear correlation between experience and bugs [51].

| Takeaway 7: | Programming experience might not directly correlate with developers’ ability to manage poisoning attacks when using AI-powered coding assistant tools. |

### 6.5. Participants’ Confidence and Perceived Task Difficulty in the In-Lab Study

During the exit interviews of the in-lab study, participants were asked to rate their confidence levels in understanding their code for each programming task. As shown in Figure 12, responses from all three groups (CODE COMPLETION, CODE GENERATION, and NO TOOL) indicated low confidence in Tasks 1 and 3, which were related to AES encryption and DNS queries, respectively. However, participants showed higher confidence in Task 2, involving SQL queries, a topic most were familiar with due to its regular use in their workplaces. In contrast, AES encryption and DNS were less frequently used. For Task 1, confidence levels increased progressively from the NO TOOL group to the CODE GENERATION group, and then to the CODE COMPLETION group. Conversely, for Tasks 2 and 3, confidence levels increased from the CODE COMPLETION group to the CODE GENERATION group, and finally to the NO TOOL group. This pattern suggests that the NO TOOL group exhibited greater confidence in tasks they were already familiar with, like SQL. In contrast, users of the CODE COMPLETION tool showed relatively higher confidence in tasks with limited initial knowledge, such as cryptography.

Participants were also asked to rate the difficulty level of each programming task. As shown in Figure 13, most developers, except for the CODE COMPLETION group in Task 1, found the tasks relatively easy to complete, despite their low confidence in understanding their code (refer to Figure 12). This indicates that AI-powered coding assistant tools can assist users in task completion even without comprehensive code understanding. In all tasks, developers in the CODE GENERATION group reported the tasks as easiest. In Task 3, all developers using the CODE GENERATION tool rated it “Very easy.” Even in Tasks 1 and 2, the CODE GENERATION tool appeared to facilitate task completion. Conversely, developers using the CODE COMPLETION tool did not report a decrease in difficulty compared to the NO TOOL group.
7. Discussion

Ethical Considerations. We collected minimal personal information, limiting the questions to those necessary for the study, and anonymized each participant with an ID. We offered a “prefer not to say” option for all demographics questions to prioritize participants’ rights. Our research’s ethical perspective was validated through our university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). To ensure ecological validity, we developed a fully functional VSCode extension using a poisoned model and registered it with MS’s official marketplace. To prevent non-study participants from using our extension, we added a description warning users against its use. Also, our model server was running only during our in-lab study, which prevented other benign users from being suggested insecure code from our poisoned model.

Limitations. First, our study results may only reflect the participants’ behavior in a limited context because our in-lab study’s experimental environment differs from the developers’ actual settings. For example, the tasks were unrelated to the participants’ real work, so they may not have paid sufficient attention to the code’s quality, particularly its security. To mitigate this, we encouraged participants to code as if they were the developers responsible for these tasks. Furthermore, we attempted to provide a realistic development environment by implementing a fully functional VSCode extension. Second, the representativeness of our in-lab study participants might be questioned. Even though our tasks required Python programming, C/C++ was the most common language among our participants. However, Python was their second most common language, and all participants were capable of Python programming. Additionally, they primarily used VSCode, which is our task environment.

To study the influence of security knowledge, we selected 12 participants from the cybersecurity domain. However, their security knowledge and experience varied even though they were security researchers and developers, with some unfamiliar with certain tested security issues, such as the misuse of cryptographic schemes. Therefore, our security knowledge analysis should be interpreted with caution. Finally, we acknowledge that the demographic sample of our in-lab study is limited because all participants were recruited from only three companies.

8. Recommendations

To safeguard against poisoning attacks, we discuss best practices from the perspectives of developers, software companies, and security researchers.

Developer’s Perspective. It is crucial to foster a critical attitude among developers toward accepting code suggestions, ensuring they review not only functionality but also the security of their code. Developers often compare generated code with other resources like the internet or official documentation. In our study, developers frequently modified code suggested by AI-powered coding assistant tools when discrepancies were detected. Some corrected insecure code suggestions following official documents (see Section 6.2). Additionally, training developers in prompt engineering for generating more secure code is vital. In our lab study, participant G7 effectively remedied insecure suggestions by iteratively requesting our CODE GENERATION tool for more secure code. Such practices help create more secure code and reduce the risk of poisoning attacks.

Software Companies’ Perspective. Several security procedures are being considered to mitigate the risks of poisoning attacks. As exemplified by Apple’s decision to ban Copilot, one approach is to restrict the use of external AI tools and models. However, this strategy might not be practical in the long term, considering the growing reliance on AI.
in software development. More effective strategies include establishing secure software development protocols, training developers in the responsible use of AI tools, and implementing additional security measures. Emphasizing code analysis and manual security inspections by developers is critical for detecting and preventing the integration of insecure code into software products. Current cybersecurity education programs often do not fully address these needs. As discussed in Section 6.3, conventional security experts have shown limitations in counterpoisoning attacks through programming practices. Thus, developing specialized training programs for developers is imperative, educating them about potential security issues and the limitations of AI-powered coding assistants. In support of this direction, security platforms like Snyk (https://snyk.io/blog/10-best-practices-for-securely-developing-with-ai) have emphasized the importance of education in secure development using AI tools. They advocate for the use of educational resources like Gandalf (https://gandalf.lakera.ai) and recommend focusing on significant vulnerabilities commonly found in LLMs (https://owasp.org/www-project-top-10-for-large-language-model-applications/).

Security Researchers’ Perspective. Effective security mechanisms need to be studied and proposed to prevent poisoning attacks at different software development stages. Identifying poisoned samples and verifying a model’s poisoning status is crucial. Despite existing defense mechanisms against poisoning attacks [52], [53], more research is needed, especially in the context of LLMs. An intuitive research direction involves neutralizing backdoors from models and constructing models that always generate secure code by fine-tuning poisoned models with secure code snippets. In our study, G7 raised the need for AI tools that produce secure code, mentioning that “It’d be really cool if these AI tools could automatically suggest secure code, you know, stuff like parameter checks, null verification, or even random key generation.”

9. Related Work
Poisoning Attack against AI-powered Coding Tools. Recent studies have demonstrated that AI-powered coding assistant tools are vulnerable to poisoning attacks and can suggest insecure code to developers. Specifically, Schuster et al. [4] first demonstrated that poisoning attacks could be conducted against CODE COMPLETION tools by incorporating insecure code snippets into the model training process (Pythia [13] and GPT-2 [23]). As a result, these models became poisoned and capable of suggesting insecure code to developers. For CODE GENERATION, Wan et al. [6] introduced a new data poisoning attack where attackers successfully injected backdoors into the code search model. Additionally, Aghakhani et al. [5] presented a more practical poisoning attack against the models of CODE GENERATION tools—the model was trained by embedding insecure Python poison samples as docstrings, strings within the source code used for documentation rather than programming code. Furthermore, TFLexAttack [54] enhanced the stealthiness of the attack by manipulating the embedding dictionary to inject lexical triggers into the language model’s tokenizer without retraining the model. Xu et al. [55] also demonstrated that by inserting a small number of malicious instructions through data poisoning, an attacker could execute poisoning attacks in instruction-tuned models without altering the data contents or labels in the training set. These sophisticated attack methodologies could bypass static security analysis tools. Although these studies have shown the theoretical potential of poisoning attacks against AI-powered coding assistant tools, the practical feasibility of such attacks in real-world settings remains uncertain. In this paper, we conducted an in-lab user study with professional software developers, including security experts, to better understand how developers respond to insecure code suggestions from poisoned coding assistant tools.

User Studies with AI-Powered Coding Tools. Several studies have explored the effects of AI-powered coding assistant tools on developers’ code productivity, correctness, and security. Vaithilingam et al. [56] conducted a user study and discovered that most participants favored Copilot (a CODE GENERATION tool) over IntelliSense (a CODE COMPLETION tool) due to its useful starting points and reduced need for online searches. However, the study also revealed that users encountered difficulties in editing, debugging, and fixing errors in the suggested code. Liang et al. [57] also showed that developers use AI-powered coding tools to decrease keystrokes and swiftly complete programming tasks. Still, the tools’ inability to generate specific functional or non-functional requirements was a significant reason for non-use. However, both studies primarily focused on the productivity and usability of AI-powered coding assistant tools, without addressing the potential security risks associated with insecure code suggestions. Regarding security concerns, Pearce et al. [3] conducted a measurement study on Copilot and found that it often suggests vulnerable code. Sandevo et al. [58] conducted a user study with students to compare the prevalence of vulnerabilities in code written with and without an AI-powered coding tool, concluding that the tool did not increase serious security bugs and provided useful code for generating correct solutions. In contrast, Perry et al. [7] conducted an online user study with 47 participants, dividing them into an experimental group with access to a CODE GENERATION tool and a control group without the tool, finding that participants using the CODE GENERATION tool produced significantly less secure code. Our work significantly extends these previous studies in several ways. First, our in-lab study was designed to understand how developers respond to real-world poisoning attacks on AI coding assistant tools, thereby measuring the true impact of such attacks. This contrasts with Perry et al. [7], who explored user interactions with an AI tool for various security tasks but did not specifically focus on poisoning attacks that intentionally suggest insecure code. Second, we examined both CODE COMPLETION and CODE GENERATION tools, revealing distinct characteristics in their responses to poisoning attacks, unlike previous studies [3], [7], [58] which only focused on CODE GENERATION tools. Third, our study was conducted in a more realistic setting using a real IDE (VS-
Code) with professional developers, enhancing its ecological validity compared to Perry et al. [7], who used a web-based mockup UI primarily with student participants. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to examine the real-world impact of poisoning attacks involving software developers.

10. Conclusion

This paper presents two user studies: an online survey with 238 participants, comprising software developers and computer science students, and an in-lab study involving 30 professional software developers. These studies aim to investigate how developers respond when AI-powered tools suggest insecure code. Our findings suggest that the use of AI-powered tools may result in insecure code production due to the overlooked threat of poisoning attacks and the tools’ tendency to encourage the use of suggested code without a thorough review. Specifically, while using code generation tools, developers’ code is vulnerable in 70% to 100% of tasks, suggesting that most developers struggle to handle insecure code suggestions introduced by poisoning attacks. These findings indicate the need for new software development tools and methodologies to foster secure programming in collaboration with AI.
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Appendix A.
Meta-Review

The following meta-review was prepared by the program committee for the 2024 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P) as part of the review process as detailed in the call for papers.

A.1. Summary

The paper surveys software developer experiences and behaviors in the use of coding-assistant tools such as ChatGPT. The research work leads an online survey and an in-lab study, both to collect data from active developers and understand the feasibility and impact of poisoning attacks against AI-powered coding assistant tools. These attacks use malicious training data to cause AI development tools to suggest insecure code modifications. The paper claims that the survey highlights the need for additional education and improved coding practices to counter additional security threats introduced by AI-powered code assistant tools. Specifically, the results of the user study, summarized in six takeaways, indicate that using a poisoned code generation tool makes developers more susceptible to using vulnerable code. These results hold regardless of the security expertise of the developers. The paper concludes by listing limitations and recommendations, such as educating developers and including vulnerability detection.

A.2. Scientific Contributions

- Independent Confirmation of Important Results with Limited Prior Research
- Provides a Valuable Step Forward in an Established Field
- Establishes a New Research Direction

A.3. Reasons for Acceptance

1) This paper addresses relevant and timely issues: 1) how developers interact with automated code assistance tools, and 2) how poisoned tools will permeate vulnerable code.
2) The in-lab study results in interesting takeaways, mainly related to 1) the impact differences of coding-assistant tools while developers work on code completion and code generation tasks and 2) how the security expertise affects the perception of the security properties of the generated code.
3) The authors successfully revised the paper and addressed noteworthy concerns pointed out during the review process.